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                    Build a happy home with a Quick-Step floor

Be inspired by our floors and create a home filled with happiness. We are certain that together, we will be able to bring your unique vision to life, one plank at a time, for a lifetime. Whether you love vinyl tiles & planks, wood or laminate flooring, we would love to help you with your renovation project. 
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                Find a dealer
            

            
                Whether you’ve already found the perfect flooring or want to explore some more: our vast network of Quick-Step dealers is always close by. Find our top dealers in your area using our dealer locator.
            

Find a Dealer    
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                Want to make sure the floor you love matches your interior? You can! Just  upload a picture and see the result with RoomViewer.

            

Try the RoomViewer    
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Constantly striving for perfection
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                    NEW
Get to know our Capture collection

                

                
                    True to nature’s design. With its elegance and authenticity, it is almost impossible to distinguish Capture from real wood. Our high-quality floors are the result of refined craftmanship and innovation. That is why you cannot miss out on our Capture laminate floors.
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                    Get started with Alpha Vinyl

                

                
                    Alpha Vinyl combines its ultra-strong core with a unique surface which protects your floor against stains, scratches and other damage. Even more so, with our innovative click system, you do not have to worry about water damage.
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